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Where In The World?

Test your geography knowledge and try to figure out exactly 
where in the world some of our current and former players 
come from.

On each of the postcards, there will be a picture and a series 
of clues to help you discover the player’s home country.

Once you think you’ve got it worked out, check your answers 
against the answers page at the back of this booklet to see if 
you’re right!

#BlueFamily



Where In The World? Current 
Player

22.9519° S , 43.2105° W
Research the answers to the clues to work out which
country the player is from!

1. This country has more than 4000 airports                                    
(second highest number in the world)

2. This country has 22 UNESCO World Heritage sites

3. This is the only South American country where 
Portuguese is the most spoken language

4. The Amazon river, the world’s largest by volume of water 
discharged, runs through this country

5. This country has been the world’s largest exporter of 
coffee for more than 150 years 

Search the coordinates to discover where this photo               
was taken.

Which THREE players were born in this country? 



Where In The World? Current 
Player

63.88° N, -22.44806° E
Research the answers to the clues to work out which
country the player is from!

1. Beer was illegal in this country until 1989

2. This country is one of two places in the world where you 
can see tectonic plates separate above sea level

3. On average, there is a volcanic eruption in this country 
every four years

4. This country is one of the most eco-friendly in the world. 
Around 85% of their energy production is from renewable 
energy sources (hydropower and geothermal)

 5. This country has the northernmost capital city in             
the world

Search the coordinates to discover where this photo        
was taken.

Which player was born in this country? 



Where In The World? Current 
Player

38.7257° N, -9.15025° E
Research the answers to the clues to work out which
country the player is from!

1. This country is named after its second largest city

2. There are 17 UNESCO World Heritage sites here

3. This country is home to the longest bridge in Europe

4. The world record for the largest Santa Claus parade is
held by this country

5. This country is also known as the ‘country of tiles’

Search the coordinates to discover where this photo             
was taken.

Which TWO players were born in this country? 



Where In The World? Current 
Player

48.8584° N, 2.2945° E
Research the answers to the clues to work out which 
country the player is from!

1. This county is the most-visited in the world

2. This country was the first in the world to ban 
supermarkets from throwing away or destroying 
unsold food

3. It is home to the world’s most visited museum

4. This country borders eight other countries

5. Opened in 1889, one of this country’s key attractions 
was only meant to stand for 20 years but still does so 
to this day!

Search the coordinates to discover where this photo              
was taken.

Which THREE players were born in this country? 



Where In The World? Current 
Player

53.3429° N, 6.2674° W
Research the answers to the clues to work out which
country the player is from!

1. This country is home to the world’s oldest pub

2. This country is known across the world for its vast      
amount of castles

3. It holds the record for the most Eurovision Song          
Contest wins

4. Due to its abundance of green fields, this country’s 
nickname is the Emerald Isle

5. Its national symbol is a harp facing left

Search the coordinates to discover where this photo            
was taken.

Which player was born in this country?                           



Where In The World? Current 
Player

51.5033° N, 0.1195° W
Research the answers to the clues to work out which 
country the player is from!

1. The first postage stamp was created in this country!          
It was designed in May 1840

2. Its longest river has 200 bridges and tunnels across its 
346km course

3. It has the largest Ferris wheel in Europe

4. An annual cheese rolling competition takes place here

5. This country has only 15 national parks but they cover   
8% of the country’s land

Search the coordinates to discover where this photo         
was taken. 

Which players were born in this country?



Where In The World? Current 
Player

4.5981° N, 74.0760° W
Research the answers to the clues to work out which 
country the player is from!

1. The traditional national sport of this country is called Tejo

2. It is mandatory for radio and public television in this 
country to play the national anthem every day at 6am      
and 6pm

3. Its capital city is one of the highest in the world at 
2604m above sea level

4. This country borders five countries, including Brazil

5. This country’s name is derived from the last name of        
a famous explorer, Christopher Columbus

Search the coordinates to discover where this photo                 
was taken.

Which TWO players were born in this country?



Where In The World? Current 
Player

41.0054° N, 28.9768° E
Research the answers to the clues to work out which 
country the player is from!

1. This country is the largest hazelnut exporter in the world

2. This country occupies a unique geographical position, 
lying partly in Asia and partly in Europe

3. This country has more than 82,000 mosques

4. This country is home to two of the Seven Wonders of the 
Ancient World

5. In 2010, one of its cities was chosen to be the European 
Capital of Culture 

Search the coordinates to discover where this photo                  
was taken.

Which player was born here?



Current 
Player

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

Answers

FRANCE

Richarlison 
Bernard
Allan

Gylfi Sigurdsson

André Gomes
Joao Virginia

Digne
Doucoure 
Nkounkou

Séamus Coleman

5.

Jordan Pickford
Dominic Calvert-Lewin
Mason Holgate
Jonjoe Kenny
Michael Keane
Ben Godfrey
Fabian Delph
Tom Davies
Jarrad Branthwaite
Anthony Gordon

COLOMBIA

Yerry Mina  
James Rodriguez 

TURKEY

Cenk Tosun


